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1 year old This article is more
than 1 year old A proindependence group has
published a cartoon accusing the
SNP of running a “neocolonialist offensive” following
its independence referendum
win, while the Scottish
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government has branded the
visual a “puerile slur” and vowed
to fight it in the courts. The
Better Together campaign group
earlier released a video featuring
its own cartoonist who it says
depicted the Scottish government
winning a “celtic renaissance” in
Scotland as the SNP performed
poorly in the referendum. Better
Together (@BetterTogether)
Peter Mews has been kind
enough to share his
#BetterTogetherSTV animation
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with us. Hope you all like it
pic.twitter.com/Yhb2B9zT4c
The video prompted an angry
response from the SNP, which
said the British government had
“gone to extraordinary lengths”
to try to prevent Scots from
voting on Sunday. Nicola
Sturgeon’s party slammed the
cartoon for “inaccurately”
portraying “the government’s
decision to spend the referendum
on social media and on
television”. “In the same way that
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a housing association could in no
way represent the entire housing
sector, a nationalist party could
not represent Scottish
nationalism,” it added. In the
video, a “flustered” Mr Mews
says: “The Scottish government
has just wasted £30m on a
pointless referendum, but all
they’ve got to show for it is a
gimcrack wee flag. But they did
spend the money on Twitter, so
they must have won.” He then
asks: “How did the government
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do on social media? Could you
tell me?” Mews said his
commentary was based on a
brief conversation with the
SNP’s political director, Adam
Tomkins, who he said “gloated”
when he told him it had done
well on Twitter. “It’s all very well
the unionists criticising us for
spending money on Twitter, but
they started it,” Mews says.
“Why wasn’t the Scottish
government spending every
single penny they had on trying
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